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ABSTRACT TIk- p.-ipi-r i-mlioilii-s a sliuh of the p-p soatteniu in tlie li’nlit of 
psfiulnscalar meson tlieon nsin,c Rorn approximation. The tlicou tical fiiidiiips have heen 
imnierieally (e.stod for energies of 150, 2/|o, 340 Mcv. The atialvsi.s indieates tlial eitln r flu- 
p.seiuloscalar theory or a eoml)iiiation of the ecntral aii<l tensor force term of Ihe inler- 
aetion is uuahle to explain the isotropy in .sealtcring observe<l experinicnlallv.
I N T R O I) n C T I O N
Willi tile* discovery and operation of different types of Iiigli energy 
jjartieie acceleialors, a consideralile aiiionnt of data on the differential 
cross section for p-p scattering are now available. The diet gy region for 
p-p scattering ranges from o to 3.10 iVlev. These experiments show that the 
(i-p .scattering is nearly isotropic except at small angles where deviations 
from isotropy occur for small energy particles due to relative imi»ortance 
of the Coulomb field. It is our object here to see how best we can fit the 
experimental results with the theoretical findings based on inteiactions 
derived from the field-theories. The investigation is based ui>on the 
assumption that the interaction between two nucleons may be represented 
by means of a static potential that may have a charge and spin deiiendencc. 
The static potential signifies that the terms in the potential expression 
which depend on nucleon VAilocities are neglected in the exi»ression for the 
interaction considered.
The 340 Mev scattering experiments indicate a ncariy spherically 
symmetric distribution over a wide angular range (15" to 90°; in the centre 
of ina.ss system with a value close to 4.5 x io~'*'cm®/ steradian. The experi­
mental values suggest that the process bears a similarity to scattering of 
plane waves by a perfectly rigid sjihere which reiiresents a short range 
potential of lange equal to its radius. To explain isotropy with such a 
model the wavelength of the proton should be large compared to the range. The 
numerical value of the range which would give an isotropic differential cross 
section of magnitude 4.5 x io” ^Vm^/ steradian is approximately i x io“ ''’ cm. 
This is greater than the wavelength of the proton at this energy and is 
approximately double of it. So it is not possible to exjilain isotropy with 
such a model. The experiments also indicate that the differential cross
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section exhibits isotropy at all energies down to lOO Mev with a little 
increase in the absolute magnitude. An attempt to explain the phenomena 
with a central force model is unsuitable because it gives a strong forward 
scattering. The results obtained do not exhibit isotropy in the differential 
cross section even over a small angular range at high or low energies. The 
presence of electrical quadrupole moment of deuteron suggests that the 
nuclear forces aic non-central ill character. Hence the potential energy of 
a pair of nucleons depends not only on tlieir distance of separation but also 
on their relative orientation with respect to the spin axis. This non-central 
or tensor force might compensate the magnitude of the differential cross 
sections obtained from central forces in such a way that the resultant effect 
exhibits isotroiiy both at high and low energies. Rarita and Schwinger (1941) 
first considered the effect of the tensor force with n- p scattering assuming 
that the radial dciicndenec of both the central and non-central forces is the 
same. The lesults of their investigation exidaiii the quadrupole moment of 
denleroii but cannot explain the scattering results at 90 Mev.
r i v N S o R  r o R C r t
To get an idea about the effect of tensor force on the p-p differential 
cross section, we discuss tlu- same below using Born ap]»roximation and a 
potential of the from :
•’ 12- ■ ITT
where .S'|.2 = the teiisoi toice oiicrator
(i)
(2)
Let the moment urn of Ihe inci­
dent porton in the centre of mass 
system be kTi n„ and lot Aft n be its 
nicmcntum after scattering. The 
vectors and n (figure i) re­
present the unit vectors in the  ^
directions of initial relative motion 
and scattering respectively. We 
would consider n„ also as the axis 
of quantisation of the relevant 
spill-functions,
h i G .  1
With the above tensor force the amplitude of scittering according to 
Born's approximation takes the following form :
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The tensor force operator for the proton-proton system when applied to 
any singlet state gives zero as its eigen value. So we consider here its elTect 
on triplet scattering only. If the spins of the two [>rotons are parallel ihc 
system is said to be in the triplet slate and if the si>ins are aiitiparallel tlie 
system is said to be in the singlet. The spin dependent parts of the wave 
functions are ;
-^ 2  -  "^<'2)/>(i)|(singlct)
V 2
•‘;^i =  ry ( i)a (o )
" " X o -  (triplet)
^X-i
The symbols (i) and (2) of the right hand side of e(iuatic)ii (4) refer to 
the spin coordinates of pioton number one and two respectively. The 
numbers i» o, on the left hand side respresent the magnetic cinantum
numbers, cx and f t  are the ordinary spin functions of a nucleon. The 
result of operating the tensor force 0()crator on the trijdet spin functions 
for various values of magnetic ciuantum numbers ( i , o,  —i) yields the 
following matrix :
m s ;  I
ms' I 0 — I
(3 cos -  t) 3 v/ 2 cos C sin t^ c 3 r “ - '"sin
Ijlwsms' ) =  0 3 V 2 sin Q cos ft ’"' -  ’ (3 cos ’*£—1) — 3 \/ 2 cos  ^sin
~  1 3 sin — 3  V 2 sin £ cos (3 cos -  1)
Substituting the elements of the above matrix in (.^ ) and performing the 
integration in each case after transformation of coordinates from r, ^  to 
r, ( p as indicated in the diagram we would obtain the values of F(^) corres­
ponding to each element of the matrix. For the case n/.s, m .s= i, i ;  we 
get :
F ( f f ) =  -  f  giKTcanu- 3 2 n r ' - d r . d ( c o s  d')
J  ■ 2 A "^
00
__ _  (3 sin “0/2 t i )  C \ 3(sin 7\r  —/v r cos 7\ r) _  sin 7v y
^  ' " ‘ J  j   ^ X ' ’* '  X r ^
c~^
r
_  _  M/^ (3 sm ^0 1 2 — ^) 
' 2
vvliere K  =  2k sin
9 ,.— ___ A
. 2 tan- 1  X  _  I 
X
r'dr
• (5)
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Obtaining  ^ thus the values of F { 0 )  for other elenients of the matrix an 
aveiagc of their squares over the various spin directions is determined. The 
stun of each averages would represent the intensity of scattering' in the 
trii>let state. Performing as stated above, we have,
\ a / \ ^
,^1 (' A//* » / 1  sin  ■ ■ '19/2 -  l )  \ /  ^ ;?X'
triplet
(6)
It is clear from (6) that the intensity of the triplet scattering does not 
depend on </> as during integration and averaging such terms vanish. This 
is evident because the scattering of an mipol.irised beam of protons is 
axially symmetric.
h'or an unpolarised beam of protons, we have :
4- HHO)
singlet triplet
■ llliO)
tilde!
( in the case considered) 
singlet
- 6  .^/iA7in“
where -  _3X tan K
(7)
(8)
....  X
and /?>»/,S’ w s ’ represents the diagonal elements of the matrix given below. 
The matrix here is derived from the matrix { A n n ^  m s  ) after transformation 
of cordinates as stated before.
ms-
in/? 7 . I 0 — I
I (sin ' ^ O j 2  — i) 3 V 2 sin O I 2  cos ^/2r~*'^3 cos "01
0 3 \ / 2 sin O j 2  c o s  0 j 2 c - * 2 ( 3  sin 2 — I , '  ~ 3 v / 2 sin 0 j 2  cos 0 1
— I 5 cos — 3 \/ 2 sin O j 2  cos <9/ 2 c ^ (3sin " O I 2  — 1 )
The computed values of the differential cross sections at 240 Mev for 
various centre of mass angles are in ‘Pablc II and icprcsented in curve T(6) in 
figure 2. I'or comparison the corresponding values for simple Yukawa 
potential arc given in Table I and represented in curve I (a).
riie curves I(r), { d )  and i c )  represent the experimental values at 105, 240 
and 340 Mev.
T atii.e I
Centre of mass angles 
in degrees
30" . 40"
j
so" r>(>* 70" 8(>* 9«*
tr{9) in mh/»«td 3 96 ].7cS .8S .48 29 •25 .18
T abi.k II
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Angles in degrees
f
I .St>" 60"  ^ 07'» 90®
c. in. system
1
(t{6 ) iiib/std.
1
.68 ' .44
i
.27 21 1 21 1 . I Q 7 . 2 c g
r  _In these numerical computations we have taken the value of 1 —  . y  for
nc
Iht; syiniiictiical case as has been obtained after norinalisin^L* llic value of 
the total n-p scattering croSvS section at go Mev determined exx^erimeutally 
by Fox, I^cith, Wouters and Mackenzie (1950) and Dejuren (1950).
20 4 c 60 80 90
Aii^ k^s in (lc*j>rfrs 
h'lG. J
Curves lia) anti i(b) reprt*sent the vai iatit)U t^ f <t (<?)\vifh anj l^es at 240 Mt v^ hu- Viikawa 
potential and loi iciisor force without singulauty rCvSpLetively. Curves 1 (c), (d), and te) 
rei>resent experimental curves.
With central forces above the curve shows a tendency to drop down 
at 90'’ . The extent of dropping* at 240 Mev is, however, not much percep­
tible* The tensor above gives a peak at go'' whicli also is not very marked 
at this energy. It is therefore expected that a combination of the two for 
triplet scattering would flatten the curve at go''. Ashkin and Wu have, 
however, shown that the peak at go'^  turns to a trough at go'" with increase 
of energy. I f  the symmetrical forces are considered the trough or the peak 
becomes so small that the curve at go° is practically flat. The magnitude 
of the differential cross section drops to a veiy small value if the tensor force 
alone is taken into consideration. 1 he curve, however, remains fairly flat 
over the angular range 50® to 90^. A  combination of the central and tensor 
forces, however, increases the magnitude of the differential cross section at
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small aii^lus but at large angles the values remain still smaller. Incase of sym ­
metrical forces also the magnitude of the differential cross sections is too 
low particularly at large angles though the curve is sufficiently flat as in 
the case of tensor forces. If  the symmetrical forces are not considered the 
curve is no longer flat and though there is an increase in the magnitude of 
differential cross section at small angles (30^) but at large angles it drops to 
a V e ry  small value as has been obseived in the case of simple Yukawa poten­
tial. It is apparent, therefore, that such combinations of central and non- 
central forces will not lead to the results that would exhibit isotropy over the 
angular range in which the experiments show isotropic scattering and at the 
same time would increase the inagnitude of the differential cioss section even 
approximately to the experimental value.
P  S  I v  W O  v S  C  A L A R  I N  T  1 C  R A C  T  I  O  N
Meson field theories based on the assumption of weak coupling betw^ecn 
nucleon and meson fields suggest that the main contribution to the inter- 
at'tion energy aiisesfrom the static part of the meson field, liach one of the 
possible tyj>es of meson fields gives rise to a form of static interaction between 
a pail of nucleons.
Recent experiments on mcson-nucleon interaction favouis tlic pseudos­
calar nature of the meson. ( )n decay a 7r °  meson gives two y-rays. So 
its ;;pin cannot be unity. The reactions wdiich arise in the capture of 
meson by dentcron indicate that it is not scalar. An analysis of the cross 
sections of production i^)-p collision) and of abscrplion (in dcuteron) of tt^  
meson indicates that its spin value should be zero. The fact that tlie cross 
section for production of meson is very large compared to that of 
meson, suggests that the meson is pscudoscalar in nature. Since it is 
quite natural to assume the same nature for all the three kinds of mesons 
for symmetry, the - meson, supposed to be responsible for nuclear forces, 
should preferably be regarded pscudoscalar in nature.
We investigate here, using nou-rclativislic Born approximation, the 
extent to which the differential cross sections as calculated from the static 
[loteiitial of the interaction suggested by the symmetrical pscudoscalar 
meson theory agrees with the exi)erimeiits.
The static potential obtained from the symmetrical pseudoscalar theory 
is given by
I  ^ \ l
i|r
XT XT- \4 ^ (9)
The amplitude scattered, using Born-appx. is,
oc +1
J  fL 0 ~i47rh' 4n
pir.'. f.-
fk » tnf
I I + -3. +  ..
XT X^ ) 1
X ---- . dtr (10)
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For singlet states == ” 3 and for triplet states ii is equal to
unity. The effect of tiie tensor force operator on singlet and triplet states 
has been discussed before. Similar calculations yield,
00 t I
F{e, 4nh 47T
A/ f  (t^ ,)
. . . .  3
( l O /  f  ‘-■ "''^ ■ ‘’■ '"'■ "7
- j ]  f  r^ d, - I  „  \t' I J  K r   ^ \  B tH  SHIS'  j
il\i r:j. n' C ‘ dl
j  1 \^z} -  x f  I + '^  +   ^ 1 , d^f
K - ' r ' Kr \r \-r^
_  Af/1 (^,t)
47ro'‘ 3 Y - a V  I _o V v _ .  ..y +  T y/\‘ tx “ \  Ibw.s'/Ii.s- / X' l\ '  + x~ ... (li
-fmj ms' and Bm, ms' represent the elements of the matrices f.l«,, 
and (Bmj HI,'). In the case of p-p interaction, (t, =  since the system
is always charge symmetric.
. 2
1 (0) 
singletr(S)V'-■ (S) i i z )
and f (ff)
,ri„lel '> I "K-^  +  xV  1
M y  /'
/ \ n h ' ^  T  g
f(0) + scHe; (13)
where and * v, 2’o(sinf^/2)
K  + X '  X" K '  + ''-
For the syminetrical case the expressions for the singlet and triplet 
differential cross sections are,
/ 09)
singlet
I (0)
triplet
. r i n o ) + f { n - 6 ) y= f
J  ^
\ 4 /^»7 ' 9
... (14 a)
/(0 ) - / ( 7r - e ) ‘ i+ 8 |c'"(<9) +  C'"(7r - 0)
+ C{0) C( (14 b)
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Hciu'c llii; differential ctoss section for an nni-olariscd beam of protons is,
/ U J )  - / i O ]  + ,? / { 0 )
sinj; triplet
' '(  ^ ~ ~  )
-I i r-'(,T-^) ¥ C { O ) c i n - ~ 0 )
( ^  -  /("  -  )
+  c ' M O )  +  c H ^ - o )  +  c ( 0 ) c { , T - e ) ]  . . .  fi5)
Tile conii>uled values of tJic dilTcrcntal cross scctious from the ccjuatioiis 
(11) to 1^5) above for eiier^dcs 150 ]\Iev, 3.jo l\Iev and 340 Mev for various 
angles in tlic centre of mass system are given in Table HI and the relevant 
curves arc shown in l i  (a) {h) (r) in figure 3. A separate study of the effect
of the factor ( i   ^ ] occuriiig along with the tensor force operator
\ 3  r J
aiipearing in the pseudoscalai expression for potential, has also been made. 
Table IV gives the values of the differential cross sections for this [>art of 
the potential only. The relevant curves are represented in curves III { a ) ,  
/^>) and (c) in figure The procedure is quite justified since tiie central 
and tensor forces contribute separately to the cioss section.
20 40 60 80 lOO
Angles in degrcsi
F ig . 3
120 140 160
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fiu Sn >0 »
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Im c . 4
TAitui: 111
Anjijlfs in (kt;rfcs, m. 
f,\ sit m
1
1 3'*** ! ! 1 - lo ”  I
! - J
1
30*’ 6 .)' ; 7"'' 8 0 " yo"
ir (ff) 
i n l ) / s t ( l
150 Mev
* i
1 3  71 i
1 j
10.32 I
1
8.02 jI5 99 i •I-4'' 3 3.16
240 ISlt v 12 81
1
19 93 1 7-93 i.S 88 :
!
1 43 3 s6 3.20
i
3.10 Mev
1
I-’ -37 9.7S j 7-«3 5 >11 ! 4 54 3 6t» 3.21
'I'AHUC I V
Aiij^les in de/?rees, c. ni 
system 30* 40" 5 0 ' ' I  6 ( j ’ '! 7^>" So" Oo‘
<r (0) 
iT ib / s td
1 30 Mev J O .80 8.90 7.02 ■ 5*30 3.94 3 08 2.74
240 Mev 11.16 y.03 7.64 I  5.«^ 7 4.21 3-37 3.02
340 Mev I I  3 1 f j 28 7.56 I  5^77 4.42
!
1 3-3” 3 1 *
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C O N C L U S I O N
The above analysis shows that the diiTcrential cross section at sm all 
angles is larger in iiiagnitucle tlian that at large angles. In  the angu lar 
range 30" to bo°, the magnitude of the differential cross section decreases 
quite rapidly, whereas, in the interval 60” to 90°, the rate of decrease is com ­
paratively sm all. M oreover, the decrease of the value of the differential 
cross section with angle becomes sm aller as the energy of the particles 
becomes larger, this shows that the curves show a tendency to flatten as the 
energy increases. A  comparison of Tables I I I  and IV  shows that the contribu 
tion to the value of the differential cross section comes m ostly from the 
tensor force term which has i/ r"  s in g u la r ity ; it is worth noting that the 
.scattering cross section due to the tensor force with the i/ r ®  sin gu larity  
increases with increasing energy, whereas, the scarttering cross section due 
to the tensor force without the i / r ’’ sin gu larity  term decreases with energy 
(c/. A shkin and W u 19.^18). T h is  m eans that for the pseudoscalar interaction 
the increase of the scattering cross section with increasing energy is entirely 
due to the i/ r®  singulary term of the interaction.
The pseudoscalar interaction consists of a central force and a tensor 
force both of which give decieasing values of the scattering cross section with 
increasing angle, that being so it is not possible to explain  the isotroi)y 
of scattering with different com binations of these two forces alone.
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